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This paper presents an exact method for solving logical loops in reliability analysis. The systems that

include logical loops are usually described by simultaneous Boolean equations. First, present a basic rule

of solving simultaneous Boolean equations. Next, show the analysis procedures for three-component

system with external supports. Third, more detailed discussions are given for the establishment of

logical loop relation. Finally, take up two typical structures which include more than one logical loop.

Their analysis results and corresponding GO-FLOW charts are given. The proposed analytical method is

applicable to loop structures that can be described by simultaneous Boolean equations, and it is very

useful in evaluating the reliability of complex engineering systems.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Many kinds of techniques are used for the design of high
reliable and safe systems, for example redundant components,
back-up function by standby component, principle of diversity,
and so on. In nuclear power plants, a mainline system is often
supported by multiple sub-systems, which provide electricity
or cooling water or lubrication oil. These support systems are
sometimes mutually supported and/or recursively supported by
mainline system. In the typical design of nuclear power plants, the
electricity of sub-systems is fed by mainline system [1]. But this
system configuration leads to a problem of solving logical loops in
reliability analysis. There is no assurance of properly evaluating
the reliability of a system which contains loop configurations. So,
it is not certain that the present designs are adequate or optimal
for the efficient usage of resources. Up to now, many attempts
have been made as breaking the logical loops at the points where
the dependencies among the support system are relatively weak
and developing new logic without loops [2]. The authors have also
proposed a method to break the logical loop in the GO-FLOW
analysis [3]. Another method was to break the logical loops
automatically based on the proposed criteria [4]. Recently, a
recursive method has been pointed out [5]. But general solution
for a logical loop was not known. This paper presents an exact
method for solving logical loops in reliability analysis by using
Boolean algebra.
ll rights reserved.
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2. Basic idea to solve logical loop

First consider two-component system, in which components
are mutually supported as shown in Fig. 1. The letters A and B

indicate components. The Aout and Bout are component’s outputs
as electric power or cooling water. The Ain and Bin are inputs to
component A and B, respectively. With the input Ain, that is, with
the support of component B, component A works and produces
output Aout.

Here the symbol, As, is used to denote the event (set) in which
component A is sound state with the corresponding symbols. The
symbol, Aout, denotes event (set) in which component A success-
fully produces output. Then, using the Boolean notation,

Aout ¼ AsAin.

Based on the Boolean algebra AsAs ¼ As,y, and the relations
Ain ¼ Bout,y, above equation is transformed as follows:

Aout ¼ AsAin ¼ AsBout ¼ AsBsBin ¼ AsBsAout

¼ AsBsAsAin ¼ AsBsBout . (1)

It seems that Eq. (1) suggests us a logical loop produces
tautological relation between the Aout and Bout. But Eq. (1) gives us
important information about the Aout, that is, Aout ¼ AsBsAout. This
relation is equivalent to the next Boolean equation.

X ¼ aX. (2)

Our task is to find out the unknown element X that satisfies
Eq. (2). It is seen that X ¼ ma is a solution of Eq. (2), where m is
an arbitrary Boolean element. Then Aout is mathematically
ogical loops in reliability analysis. Reliab Eng Syst Safety (2009),
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Fig. 2. Two components with additional component.

Fig. 3. Two components in parallel position.

Fig. 1. Two components with mutual support.
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determined as follows:

Aout ¼ mAsBs. (3)

If m is less than 1.0, the solution represents a situation that the
two-component system shown in Fig. 1 is not used of its full
ability. With the full operation of components A and B, the Aout

becomes AsBs. A reliability of a system or a component is the
maximum value of its available performance. Then the solution of
Eq. (2) is X ¼ a(m ¼ 1), if a Boolean equation represents the
relation among success events of components’ states or outputs in
engineering system.

Next, consider the condition in which an additional component
C is connected to the two-component system as shown in Fig. 2.
Then, Ain is expressed by the following equation:

Ain ¼ Bout þ Cout ¼ BsBin þ Cout ¼ BsAout þ Cout ¼ BsAsAin þ Cout .

(4)

This is equivalent to the next equation.

X ¼ aX þ b. (5)

The solution of Eq. (5) is

X ¼ maþ b, (6)

with an arbitrary Boolean element m.
Before component C is connected, Ain ¼ Aout ¼ Bin ¼ Bout ¼ AsBs.

After the connection, Aout does not change because Aout represents
Please cite this article as: Matsuoka T. An exact method for solving l
doi:10.1016/j.ress.2009.01.007
an event in which components A and B are in full operation. Then,
Bout ¼ AsBs.

Therefore, Ain becomes as follows:

Ain ¼ Bout þ Cout ¼ AsBs þ Cout . (7)

This result means the solution of Eq. (5) becomes as follows:

X ¼ aX þ b X ¼ aþ b. (8)

Now, consider the system configuration in which components A

and B are placed in parallel position as shown in Fig. 3. The
Boolean relation becomes,

X ¼ AsX þ BsX þ Cout . (9)

This is equivalent to the next equation.

X ¼ aX þ bX þ g. (10)

The solution of Eq. (10) is,

X ¼ m1aþm2bþ g. (11)

Arbitrary Boolean elements m1 and m2 are mutually indepen-
dent. With the full operation of components A and B, m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 1
is also held.

Above rules are generally held if the Boolean equation
represents the relation among success events of components’
states or outputs in engineering system.

The next rules are easily derived as the special case of Eq. (8).

X ¼ aðX þ bÞ X ¼ a, (12)

X ¼ aðbX þ gÞ X ¼ aðbþ gÞ. (13)

Here, consider the complement of Eq. (12).

X̄ ¼ b̄X̄ þ ā X̄ ¼ ā. (14)

In Eq. (14), the Boolean elements represent events (sets) of
components’ failed states or no output. In this case, the solution of
the form of Eq. (5) becomes X ¼ b, that is m ¼ 0 in Eq. (6).

The logic of a loop system is usually expressed by simultaneous
Boolean equations, and the next equation is a general expression
ogical loops in reliability analysis. Reliab Eng Syst Safety (2009),
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Fig. 4. Three components with external supports.
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for two unknown variables with complex supporting relations.

X ¼ aX þ bY þ gXY þ d, (15)

Y ¼ �X þfY þjXY þ Z. (16)

If the unknown variables X and Y are expressed by known
elements a,b,y , then the logical loop can be rigorously solved
without approximation. The procedures are as follows. The
Eq. (15) is transformed into the next equation,

X ¼ ðaþ gYÞX þ bY þ d. (17)

By the rule of Eq. (8), X becomes,

X ¼ aþ gY þ bY þ d, (18)

as a and b in Eq. (8) are not restricted to known elements.
Then this relation is substituted into Eq. (16).

Y ¼ �ðaþ bY þ gY þ dÞ þfY þjYðaþ bY þ gY þ dÞ þ Z
¼ f�ðbþ gÞ þ fþjðaþ bþ gþ dÞgY þ �ðaþ dÞ þ Z. (19)

Again, by the aid of the rule of Eq. (8), Y becomes

Y ¼ �ðaþ bþ gþ dÞ þ fþjðaþ bþ gþ dÞ þ Z. (20)

This result is substituted into Eq. (18), and then X is deter-
mined as

X ¼ aþ bð�þfþjþ ZÞ þ gð�þ fþjþ ZÞ þ d. (21)

The unknown variables X and Y are determined, that is, they are
expressed only by the combination of known elements a,b,y .

Sometimes known elements a,b,y in Eq. (8) contain common
sub-sets. In this case, we can use the rules of Eqs. (12) and (13) for
the convenience of calculation. The unknown variables are
determined and eliminated step-by-step with the aids of applic-
able rules of Eqs. (8), (12) and (13). By this procedure, an event
(set) of component’s successful output can be determined without
any approximation for any element included in a logical loop
system, if the system can be expressed by simultaneous Boolean
equations.
3. Three-component system with external supports

3.1. Analytical solution

Now, consider three-component system as shown in Fig. 4. In
this system, three main components A, B and C are connected by
‘‘OR’’ combinations. Element Aa does not rely on other compo-
nent’s support, and produces output for itself. It models an
external support to this system like external electric power source
or external water supply. There is an element Ab between A and B.
It receives output of B and sends some quantity to A. The element
Ab (and Ac) represents equipment or sub-system like an electric
transformer, an energy converter, an amplifier and so on.
Component A receives three supports and can work with one
of them, that is, each element can supply enough quantity for the
operation of component A. Components B and C are placed in the
same condition as A in this system.

Then, with the Boolean notation,

Aout ¼ AsfAa þ AbBout þ AcCoutg. (22)

The Bout and Cout are also expressed in the same form to Eq. (22).
The Aout, Bout and Cout are unknown variables. Let replace them by
X, Y, Z. Then, this three-component system is represented by the
next simultaneous Boolean equations.

X ¼ AsfAa þ AbY þ AcZg, (23)

Y ¼ BsfBb þ BaX þ BcZg, (24)
Please cite this article as: Matsuoka T. An exact method for solving l
doi:10.1016/j.ress.2009.01.007
Z ¼ CsfCc þ CaX þ CbYg. (25)

Our task is to express the unknown variables X, Y, Z by known
elements Aa,Ba,y .

Substitute Eq. (25) into Eqs. (23) and (24),

X ¼ AsfAa þ AbY þ AcCsCc þ AcCsCaX þ AcCsCbYg, (26)

Y ¼ BsfBb þ BaX þ BcCsCc þ BcCsCaX þ BcCsCbYg. (27)

From Eq. (27), with the aid of Eq. (8), Y is determined as follows:

Y ¼ BsBb þ BsBcCsCb þ BsBcCsCc þ BsðBa þ BcCsCaÞX. (28)

Substitute Eq. (28) into Eq. (26), then

X ¼ AsfBsAbBa þ CsAcCa þ BsCsAbBcCa þ BsCsAcBaCbgX

þ AsAa þ AsCsAcCc þ AsBsAbBb þ AsBsCsAbBcCb

þ AsBsCsAbBcCc þ AsBsCsAcBbCb þ AsBsCsAcBcCb. (29)

Finally, X is determined with the aid of Eq. (8).

X ¼ AsAa þ AsBsAbBb þ AsCsAcCc þ AsBsAbBa þ AsCsAcCa

þ AsBsCsfAbBcCa þ AbBcCb þ AbBcCc þ AcBaCb

þ AcBbCb þ AcBcCbg. (30)

Then, Y is determined by substituting Eq. (30) into Eq. (28), and
Z, is obtained from Eq. (25). All the unknown variables Aout, Bout

and Cout can be represented by known elements Aa,Ba,y . For any
simultaneous Boolean equations, the same procedure is applic-
able, and the reliability (success probability) of component’s
successful output, Xout (unknown variable), can be determined.

3.2. Comparison with previous works

Many attempts have been made for solving the problem of
logical loops. Some of these attempts are compared with the
present method.

Coles and Powers [2] took up a fault tree of ‘‘Loss of Low
Pressure Water system’’, in which the top event appears again at
the bottom of fault tree branch. At that gate, he omitted the
branch which contains the top event for the third time, and gave
term ‘‘Mechanical failure of #1 pump’’� ‘‘Mechanical failure of #2
ogical loops in reliability analysis. Reliab Eng Syst Safety (2009),
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pump’’. This term is combined with ‘‘Failure of MPWS (Medium
Pressure Water system)’’ by AND gate in this fault tree. The term
‘‘Mechanical failure of #1 pump’’� ‘‘Mechanical failure of #2
pump’’� ‘‘Failure of MPWS’’ disappears because the single event
‘‘Mechanical failure of #1 pump’’ is combined with this term by
OR gate. The loop logic of this fault tree has been solved by the
present method with the assumption that same electric power is
used for #1 and #2 pumps. The answer is just to remove the term
‘‘Loss of LPWS’’� ‘‘Failure of MPWS’’ at the bottom of fault tree.
Coles & Powers accidentally reached the correct answer.

Vaurio [5] has presented the recursive method for finding
the solution of simultaneous Boolean equations. In his method,
zero input is given to unknown variables for the start. Eq. (1) in
Ref. [5] has the same form to the Eqs. (23), (24) and (25) with
As ¼ Bs ¼ Cs ¼ 1. Vaurio gave an answer consist of 5 terms for this
equation, but the Eq. (30), which consists of 11 terms, is obtained
as the solution of this simultaneous Boolean equation. The reason
of this difference is as follows. Vaurio considered failure events as
Boolean elements. Start with zero inputs was equivalent to m ¼ 0
as shown in Eq. (14). If success events (reliability) were
considered, the recursive method had to be started with 1 (one)
input. Vaurio’s recursive method gave a correct solution for this
simultaneous Boolean equations.

Lim and Jang [6] have also tried to solve circular logics. In their
method, unknown variables are recursively substituted into
original equation, and if an unknown variable appears again, it
is replaced by di. Finally, unknown variable is expressed only by
known elements and di. The di ¼ 1 or 0(F) is determined based on
whether it is an event or meaningless. The Eq. (13) in Ref. [6] is the
same form to Eqs. (23)–(25), and they gave an answer consists
of 11 terms including di for this equation. They also considered
failure events as the elements of Boolean equation. So, correct
answer (consist of 5 terms) had to be deduced by engineering
judgments.
4. Establishment of logical loop relation

In the previous sections, it is assumed that components are
independently started their function at the beginning and mutual
supports and logical loop relations are suddenly established. In
actual engineering systems, supporting relations are established
step-by-step. So, consider more precisely the beginning of system
operation.

If there is only one loop structure, whole plant system could be
simplified by lumping the components or sub-systems together,
which are placed at the same position form a topological
viewpoint. Fig. 5 shows a generalized system configuration for a
single loop structure. The U means upstream part against loop
structure, which includes an external power source. The D is
downstream from loop. The parts A and B are the elements of loop,
and only A directly connects to D.

Now, consider the irreversible change of states and let denote
P(qD)Ds(lD,t) as the event (set) of successful start and following
sound state of D as the function of time. Where, qD is success
probability of sub-system D’s start on demand, lD is failure rate of
sub-system D, and t is time duration in which D is operating.
Fig. 5. Generalized system with one loop structure.

Please cite this article as: Matsuoka T. An exact method for solving l
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Suppose the following relation holds:

DsðlD; tÞ ¼ DsðlD; t0ÞDsðlD; t � t0Þ. (31)

At first, only the sub-system U is operating and the sub-system
A takes t1 hours for its start with the support of U’s output (power
supply). Then B starts its operation with the support of A’s output
at time t2 (t24t1), and finally D starts at time t3 (t34t2). The P(qA)
has the following condition:

PðqAÞ ¼ 0ðfÞ; ðtot1Þ; PðqAÞ ¼ const:; ðtXt1Þ. (32)

Just after the beginning of B’s operation,

Aoutðt2Þ ¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2Þ,

Boutðt2Þ ¼ PðqBÞBsðlB;0ÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1Þ

� PðqUÞUsðlU ; t2Þ, (33)

where Aout(t2) denotes event (set) of sub-system A’s successful
output at time t2. These equations are time dependent Boolean
algebraic relations. After the start of B’s operation, logical loop
relation is established. This is equivalent to connect the output
of B to ‘‘OR’’ in Fig. 5, at time t2. But, just after the connection,
there will not happen anything about the operational condition of
sub-systems A and B, neither an additional start nor stop, because
the Bout(t2) is a sub-set of P(qU)Us(lU,t2). An event Aout(t2) is
expressed as

Aoutðt2Þ ¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞfPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2Þ þ Boutðt2Þg

¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞfPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2Þ

þ PðqBÞBsðlB;0ÞPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2Þg. (34)

At time t(tXt2), the Aout becomes as follows:

AoutðtÞ ¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t � t1ÞfPðqUÞUsðlU ; tÞ þ BoutðtÞg. (35)

AoutðtÞ ¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞAsðlA; t � t2Þ

� fPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞUsðlU ; t � t2Þ þ PðqBÞBsðlB; t � t2ÞAoutðtÞg

¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞAsðlA; t

� t2ÞUsðlU ; t � t2Þ þ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞAsðlA; t

� t2ÞPðqBÞBsðlB; t � t2ÞAoutðtÞ. (36)

From Eq. (36), Aout(t) is obtained as

AoutðtÞ ¼ PðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞPðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞAsðlA; t � t2Þ

� UsðlU ; t � t2Þ þmPðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1Þ

� AsðlA; t � t2ÞPðqBÞBsðlB; t � t2Þ. (37)

An arbitrary factor m in Eq. (6) appears again. In the limit
of t ¼ t2, Eq. (37) equals to Eq. (34). Then, m ¼ P(qU)Us(lU,t2). In
this case, an arbitrary factor m is not unity. The part B is working
with the support of A’s output and Aout(t2) is less than unity.
Therefore, part B is not used in its maximum ability. Aout(t) is
determined as

AoutðtÞ ¼ PðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1Þ

� fAsðlA; t � t2ÞUsðlU ; t � t2Þ þ AsðlA; t � t2Þ

PðqBÞBsðlB; t � t2Þg; ðtXt2Þ. (38)

The event (set) of total system’s successful output becomes as
follows:

DoutðtÞ ¼ PðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t2 � t1ÞPðqDÞ

� DsðlD; t � t3ÞfAsðlA; t � t2ÞUsðlU ; t � t2Þ

þ AsðlA; t � t2ÞPðqBÞBsðlB; t � t2Þg; ðtXt3Þ. (39)

The result means that the Dout(t) relies on both the upstream
part (U) and logical loop parts (A and B) in addition to the D itself.
If the part B is perfect (P(qB)Bs(lB,t) ¼ 1),

DoutðtÞ ¼ PðqUÞUsðlU ; t2ÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t � t1ÞPðqDÞ

DsðlD; t � t3Þ; ðt4t3Þ. (40)
ogical loops in reliability analysis. Reliab Eng Syst Safety (2009),
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Fig. 6. GO-FLOW chart for the generalized system with one loop structure.

Fig. 7. Analysis result of one loop system.
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This equation suggests that the upstream part is only used
for the start of A and B. On the other hand, if the reliability of B is
very low,

DoutðtÞ¼
:

PðqUÞUsðlU ; tÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t � t1ÞPðqDÞ

DsðlD; t � t3Þ; ðt4t3Þ. (41)

The total system is mostly relied on U and D, that is, the effects
of loop structure disappears.

Next, consider the case, the loop configuration is dissolved
intentionally or by accident at time t4 (4t3). The Dout(t) becomes
as follows:

DoutðtÞ ¼ PðqUÞUsðlU ; tÞPðqAÞAsðlA; t � t1ÞPðqDÞ

DsðlD; t � t3Þ; ðt4t4Þ. (42)

The contribution of P(qB)Bs(lB,t�t2) is removed. The sub-system
B in the return path of loop structure does not play any role after
the loop is dissolved. Only the sub-systems on the main line in Fig.
5 should be considered.

These operational condition from t ¼ 0 to t4 is well modeled by
the GO-FLOW [7] without any logical loop structure as shown in
Fig. 6. In this GO-FLOW chart, operator No.1 is a signal generator
and gives signal intensity of 1.0 at all the time points. This is the
starting point of this system model. Sub-systems U, A, B, and D are
modeled by type 37 operator; ‘‘failure of valve in open state’’.
Signal 2 gives time duration after the start of D; (t4t3). Signals 4,
5, 6 give operating time duration before start of D, for U, A, B,
respectively. With these signal connections, failure of each sub-
system is properly modeled. Operator no.14 is a normally closed
valve and it models the start of sub-system A. This valve is opened
at time t1, by the command of signal 7. Start of D at time t3 is
modeled by the operator no.16 with the open command of signal
9. Effects of loop structure are expressed by the side route from
operator nos.18 to 21. This structure is deduced from Eq. (39).
Operator no.18 is phased mission operator and its function is to
freeze the signal intensity after time t2. Out put signal intensity of
no. 18 operator becomes P(qU)Us(lU,t2) at all the time points after
t2. Operator no. 21 is a normally open valve, which is closed at
time t4 by the command of signal 3. This close action produces the
system condition after the loop structure is dissolved.

Above GO-FLOW model is analyzed with the failure rates of
lU ¼ 3�10�3/h, lA ¼ 3�10�4/h, lB ¼ 3�10�4/h, lD ¼ 1�10�3/h
and success probabilities of qU ¼ qA ¼ qB ¼ qD ¼ 0.99. Upstream
part U’s reliability and sub-system A’s output are represented by
the intensities of nos. 12 and 15 signals, respectively. The total
system reliability is obtained by the intensity of no. 17 signal.
Please cite this article as: Matsuoka T. An exact method for solving l
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Fig. 7 shows the analysis results of this loop system. Upstream
part U’s reliability constantly decreases with time. Sub-system A’s
output decreases slowly after the establishment of logical loop
relation. The total system reliability also decreases slowly and
becomes larger than U’s reliability after 15 h by the effect of loop
structure. After the dissolve of loop structure, sub-system A’s
output and total system reliability suddenly drop. They are mainly
governed by the reliability of upstream U.
5. Multiple loop systems

Sometimes, large and complex systems have more than one
loop structures. These loop structures may interact each other.
Here, pick up two typical structures, analyze them by the present
method and the results are expressed by the GO-FLOW charts
without logical loop structure.

The first case is double loops with nested relation as shown in
Fig. 8. The output of C should be also paid attention as ‘‘jump out
from a loop’’. In this section, it is assumed that operation of A is
ogical loops in reliability analysis. Reliab Eng Syst Safety (2009),
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started with the probability qA at the beginning, and all other
elements are started at time t1, and logical loop relations are
established at this time t1. Element A is a special one in this
system, because A can work without any support of other element.
Event of element A’s successful output at time t(4t1) is AqA0A1,
where Aq is event of element A’s successful start. Element A’s
sound state is divided into two parts, before and after the start of
other elements, that is, As ¼ A0A1. The events of elements E, D, C’s
successful outputs are denoted by X( ¼ Eout), Y( ¼ Dout) and
Z( ¼ Cout), respectively. Then the Boolean relation becomes as
follows:

X ¼ EqEsY , (43)

Y ¼ DqDsZ, (44)

Z ¼ fðAqA0A1 þ E0qE0sXÞBqBs þ D0qD0sYgCqCs. (45)

Substitute the relations Eqs. (43) and (44) into Eq. (45),

Z ¼ fðAqA0A1 þ E0qE0sEqEsDqDsZÞBqBs þ D0qD0sDqDsZgCqCs

¼ AqA0A1BqBsCqCs þ CqCsDqDsE
0
qE0sEqEsBqBsZ

þ CqCsDqDsD
0
qD0sZ (46)

Then Z becomes as follows by the rule of Eq. (11):

Z ¼ AqA0A1BqBsCqCs þm1CqCsDqDsE
0
qE0sEqEsBqBs

þm2CqCsDqDsD
0
qD0s. (47)

At time t1, the Eq. (47) becomes next equation, because
A1 ¼ Bs ¼ Cs ¼ Ds ¼ Es ¼ D0s ¼ E0s ¼ 1.0.

Z ¼ AqA0BqCq þm1CqDqE0qEqBq þm2CqDqD0q. (48)

Just after the establishment of loop structures, the event of C’s
successful output (Z) is expressed in the following form from
Fig. 8:

Z ¼ fðAqA0 þ AqA0BqCqDqEqE0qÞBq þ AqA0BqCqDqD0qgCq

¼ AqA0BqCq þ CqDqE0qEqBqAqA0 þ CqDqD0qBqAqA0. (49)

Compare the Eqs. (48) and (49), then m1 and m2 are determined as
follows:

m1 ¼ AqA0, (50)

m2 ¼ BqAqA0. (51)
Fig. 9. GO-FLOW chart for the dou

Fig. 8. Double loops with nested relation.
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X( ¼ Eout) and Z( ¼ Cout) are obtained as

Eout ¼ AqA0A1BqBsCqCsDqDsEqEs

þ AqA0BqBsCqCsDqDsEqEsE
0
qE0s

þ AqA0BqCqCsDqDsD
0
qD0sEqEs, (52)

Cout ¼ AqA0A1BqBsCqCs þ AqA0BqBsCqCsDqDsEqEsE
0
qE0s

þ AqA0BqCqCsDqDsD
0
qD0s. (53)

In Eq. (52), the first term is the contribution from non-loop part.
The second term is the contribution from the B–C–D–E–E0 loop
structure and this loop is started by A’s output at time t1. The third
term is the contribution from the C–D–D0 loop structure and the
loop is started by B’s output at time t1. The result can be expressed
by GO-FLOW charts as shown in Fig. 9. The phased mission
operators are also used for the expression of the effects of logical
loop relations. For the simple expression, operators which
generate start signals for element’s operations are omitted from
the chart.

The second case is ‘‘Jump in from downstream’’. Fig. 10
expresses the situation that there are two ‘‘jump in’’ with crossed
relation (G0 and H0) combined with one ‘‘jump out’’ to upstream
(E0). The event of element F’s successful output becomes as
follows:

Fout ¼ AqA0A1BqBsCqCsDqDsEqEsFqFs

þ AqA0BqBsCqCsDqDsEqEsE
0
qE0sFqFs

þ AqA0BqCqCsDqDsEqEsFqFsF
0
qF 0s

þ AqA0BqCqDqDsEqEsFqFsGqGsG
0

qG0s

þ AqA0BqCqDqEqEsFqFsGqGsHqHsH
0
qH0s. (54)

This result can also be expressed by the GO-FLOW chart as
shown in Fig. 11. There are contributions from four loop structures,
which are expressed by parallel inputs to No.13 ‘‘OR’’ gate in
Fig. 11.

Above result seems complicated, but the expression by the GO-
FLOW charts in Figs. 9 and 11 gives us a clear idea how to model
loop relations. The contributions from loop structures are
represented by side routes followed on phased mission operators,
and they are connected to non-loop line through ‘‘OR’’ gate.
Fig. 10. Jump in from the downstream.
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Fig. 11. GO-FLOW chart for the jump in from the downstream.
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6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we presented an exact method for solving
logical loops in reliability analysis by using Boolean algebra. The
system that includes logical loop(s) is described by simultaneous
Boolean equations. If this Boolean equations are analytically
solved, logical loop(s) can be exactly solved in reliability analysis.
The basic rule was given for Boolean algebraic equation. The
procedures for solving logical loop were explained for three-
component system with external supports.

In actual engineering systems, supporting and logical loop
relations are usually established step-by-step. Then, detailed
discussions were given for the establishment of logical loop and
analysis result was shown for generalized one loop system.

By the present method, analyses were performed for two
typical logical loop relations. Analysis results expressed by
Boolean equations were shown with the corresponding GO-FLOW
charts. The charts suggest us how to model logical loop relations
without any loop structure.

The proposed exact method for solving logical loop
is applicable to loop structures, which can be expressed by
Please cite this article as: Matsuoka T. An exact method for solving l
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simultaneous Boolean equations. The method is very useful in
evaluating complex engineering systems, and also in effectively
designing high reliable systems.
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